CHERRYTREE FARM
SECTION 1 AREA 2
ROAD AND STORM DRAIN CONSTRUCTION DRAWINGS

VICINITY MAP
SCALE 1"=200'42"
EMERGENCY SPILLWAY PROFILE

CONSTRUCTION SEQUENCE FOR THE WETLAND MITIGATION BASIN

1. DIG A 40'-WIDE BY 7'-DEEP DITCH ALONG THE CENTERLINE OF THE BASIN.
2. INSTALLING THE FIBERGLASS LINING ON THE DITCH BOTTOM.
3. PERFORM A FINAL DITCH GRADE ADJUSTMENT AS NEEDED.
5. INSTALL THE LUMBER AND CONCRETE WALLS AS NEEDED.
6. PERFORM A FINAL DRAINAGE SYSTEM ADJUSTMENT AS NEEDED.
7. INSTALL THE INFLUENCE-ZONE PLANTS AND SEEDS AS NEEDED.
8. PERFORM A FINAL PLANTING ADJUSTMENT AS NEEDED.
9. INSTALL THE-checkbox: AERATION SYSTEM AS NEEDED.
10. PERFORM A FINAL AERATION SYSTEM ADJUSTMENT AS NEEDED.
11. INSTALL THE CHECK: METAL COLLAR AS NEEDED.
12. PERFORM A FINAL METAL COLLAR ADJUSTMENT AS NEEDED.
13. INSTALL THE CHECK: VORTEX DEVICE AS NEEDED.
14. PERFORM A FINAL VORTEX DEVICE ADJUSTMENT AS NEEDED.
15. INSTALL THE CHECK: TRASH BAGS AS NEEDED.
16. PERFORM A FINAL TRASH BAGS ADJUSTMENT AS NEEDED.
17. INSTALL THE CHECK: CONTROL SYSTEM AS NEEDED.
18. PERFORM A FINAL CONTROL SYSTEM ADJUSTMENT AS NEEDED.
19. INSTALL THE CHECK: TRENCH COVER AS NEEDED.
20. PERFORM A FINAL TRENCH COVER ADJUSTMENT AS NEEDED.
21. INSTALL THE CHECK: DRAINAGE AREA MAP AS NEEDED.
22. PERFORM A FINAL DRAINAGE AREA MAP ADJUSTMENT AS NEEDED.
23. INSTALL THE CHECK: DRAINAGE AREA DATA AS NEEDED.
24. PERFORM A FINAL DRAINAGE AREA DATA ADJUSTMENT AS NEEDED.
25. INSTALL THE CHECK: RISER BASE DETAIL AS NEEDED.
26. PERFORM A FINAL RISER BASE DETAIL ADJUSTMENT AS NEEDED.
27. INSTALL THE CHECK: WETLAND MITIGATION BASIN AS NEEDED.
28. PERFORM A FINAL WETLAND MITIGATION BASIN ADJUSTMENT AS NEEDED.
29. INSTALL THE CHECK: CROSS SECTION AT RISER AND BARRIER AS NEEDED.
30. PERFORM A FINAL CROSS SECTION AT RISER AND BARRIER ADJUSTMENT AS NEEDED.
31. INSTALL THE CHECK: CROSS SECTION AT TRENCH PROFILE AS NEEDED.
32. PERFORM A FINAL CROSS SECTION AT TRENCH PROFILE ADJUSTMENT AS NEEDED.
33. INSTALL THE CHECK: DRAINAGE AREA MAP AS NEEDED.
34. PERFORM A FINAL DRAINAGE AREA MAP ADJUSTMENT AS NEEDED.
35. INSTALL THE CHECK: WETLAND MITIGATION BASIN AS NEEDED.
36. PERFORM A FINAL WETLAND MITIGATION BASIN ADJUSTMENT AS NEEDED.
37. INSTALL THE CHECK: CROSS SECTION AT RISER AND BARRIER AS NEEDED.
38. PERFORM A FINAL CROSS SECTION AT RISER AND BARRIER ADJUSTMENT AS NEEDED.
39. INSTALL THE CHECK: CROSS SECTION AT TRENCH PROFILE AS NEEDED.
40. PERFORM A FINAL CROSS SECTION AT TRENCH PROFILE ADJUSTMENT AS NEEDED.
41. INSTALL THE CHECK: DRAINAGE AREA MAP AS NEEDED.
42. PERFORM A FINAL DRAINAGE AREA MAP ADJUSTMENT AS NEEDED.
43. INSTALL THE CHECK: WETLAND MITIGATION BASIN AS NEEDED.
44. PERFORM A FINAL WETLAND MITIGATION BASIN ADJUSTMENT AS NEEDED.
45. INSTALL THE CHECK: CROSS SECTION AT RISER AND BARRIER AS NEEDED.
46. PERFORM A FINAL CROSS SECTION AT RISER AND BARRIER ADJUSTMENT AS NEEDED.
47. INSTALL THE CHECK: CROSS SECTION AT TRENCH PROFILE AS NEEDED.
48. PERFORM A FINAL CROSS SECTION AT TRENCH PROFILE ADJUSTMENT AS NEEDED.
49. INSTALL THE CHECK: DRAINAGE AREA MAP AS NEEDED.
50. PERFORM A FINAL DRAINAGE AREA MAP ADJUSTMENT AS NEEDED.
51. INSTALL THE CHECK: WETLAND MITIGATION BASIN AS NEEDED.
52. PERFORM A FINAL WETLAND MITIGATION BASIN ADJUSTMENT AS NEEDED.
53. INSTALL THE CHECK: CROSS SECTION AT RISER AND BARRIER AS NEEDED.
54. PERFORM A FINAL CROSS SECTION AT RISER AND BARRIER ADJUSTMENT AS NEEDED.
55. INSTALL THE CHECK: CROSS SECTION AT TRENCH PROFILE AS NEEDED.
56. PERFORM A FINAL CROSS SECTION AT TRENCH PROFILE ADJUSTMENT AS NEEDED.
57. INSTALL THE CHECK: DRAINAGE AREA MAP AS NEEDED.
58. PERFORM A FINAL DRAINAGE AREA MAP ADJUSTMENT AS NEEDED.
59. INSTALL THE CHECK: WETLAND MITIGATION BASIN AS NEEDED.
60. PERFORM A FINAL WETLAND MITIGATION BASIN ADJUSTMENT AS NEEDED.
61. INSTALL THE CHECK: CROSS SECTION AT RISER AND BARRIER AS NEEDED.
62. PERFORM A FINAL CROSS SECTION AT RISER AND BARRIER ADJUSTMENT AS NEEDED.
63. INSTALL THE CHECK: CROSS SECTION AT TRENCH PROFILE AS NEEDED.
64. PERFORM A FINAL CROSS SECTION AT TRENCH PROFILE ADJUSTMENT AS NEEDED.
65. INSTALL THE CHECK: DRAINAGE AREA MAP AS NEEDED.
66. PERFORM A FINAL DRAINAGE AREA MAP ADJUSTMENT AS NEEDED.
67. INSTALL THE CHECK: WETLAND MITIGATION BASIN AS NEEDED.
68. PERFORM A FINAL WETLAND MITIGATION BASIN ADJUSTMENT AS NEEDED.
69. INSTALL THE CHECK: CROSS SECTION AT RISER AND BARRIER AS NEEDED.
70. PERFORM A FINAL CROSS SECTION AT RISER AND BARRIER ADJUSTMENT AS NEEDED.
71. INSTALL THE CHECK: CROSS SECTION AT TRENCH PROFILE AS NEEDED.
72. PERFORM A FINAL CROSS SECTION AT TRENCH PROFILE ADJUSTMENT AS NEEDED.
73. INSTALL THE CHECK: DRAINAGE AREA MAP AS NEEDED.
74. PERFORM A FINAL DRAINAGE AREA MAP ADJUSTMENT AS NEEDED.
75. INSTALL THE CHECK: WETLAND MITIGATION BASIN AS NEEDED.
76. PERFORM A FINAL WETLAND MITIGATION BASIN ADJUSTMENT AS NEEDED.
77. INSTALL THE CHECK: CROSS SECTION AT RISER AND BARRIER AS NEEDED.
78. PERFORM A FINAL CROSS SECTION AT RISER AND BARRIER ADJUSTMENT AS NEEDED.
79. INSTALL THE CHECK: CROSS SECTION AT TRENCH PROFILE AS NEEDED.
80. PERFORM A FINAL CROSS SECTION AT TRENCH PROFILE ADJUSTMENT AS NEEDED.
81. INSTALL THE CHECK: DRAINAGE AREA MAP AS NEEDED.
82. PERFORM A FINAL DRAINAGE AREA MAP ADJUSTMENT AS NEEDED.
83. INSTALL THE CHECK: WETLAND MITIGATION BASIN AS NEEDED.
84. PERFORM A FINAL WETLAND MITIGATION BASIN ADJUSTMENT AS NEEDED.
85. INSTALL THE CHECK: CROSS SECTION AT RISER AND BARRIER AS NEEDED.
86. PERFORM A FINAL CROSS SECTION AT RISER AND BARRIER ADJUSTMENT AS NEEDED.
87. INSTALL THE CHECK: CROSS SECTION AT TRENCH PROFILE AS NEEDED.
88. PERFORM A FINAL CROSS SECTION AT TRENCH PROFILE ADJUSTMENT AS NEEDED.
89. INSTALL THE CHECK: DRAINAGE AREA MAP AS NEEDED.
90. PERFORM A FINAL DRAINAGE AREA MAP ADJUSTMENT AS NEEDED.
91. INSTALL THE CHECK: WETLAND MITIGATION BASIN AS NEEDED.
92. PERFORM A FINAL WETLAND MITIGATION BASIN ADJUSTMENT AS NEEDED.
93. INSTALL THE CHECK: CROSS SECTION AT RISER AND BARRIER AS NEEDED.
94. PERFORM A FINAL CROSS SECTION AT RISER AND BARRIER ADJUSTMENT AS NEEDED.
95. INSTALL THE CHECK: CROSS SECTION AT TRENCH PROFILE AS NEEDED.
96. PERFORM A FINAL CROSS SECTION AT TRENCH PROFILE ADJUSTMENT AS NEEDED.
97. INSTALL THE CHECK: DRAINAGE AREA MAP AS NEEDED.
98. PERFORM A FINAL DRAINAGE AREA MAP ADJUSTMENT AS NEEDED.
99. INSTALL THE CHECK: WETLAND MITIGATION BASIN AS NEEDED.
100. PERFORM A FINAL WETLAND MITIGATION BASIN ADJUSTMENT AS NEEDED.
101. INSTALL THE CHECK: CROSS SECTION AT RISER AND BARRIER AS NEEDED.
102. PERFORM A FINAL CROSS SECTION AT RISER AND BARRIER ADJUSTMENT AS NEEDED.
103. INSTALL THE CHECK: CROSS SECTION AT TRENCH PROFILE AS NEEDED.
104. PERFORM A FINAL CROSS SECTION AT TRENCH PROFILE ADJUSTMENT AS NEEDED.
105. INSTALL THE CHECK: DRAINAGE AREA MAP AS NEEDED.
106. PERFORM A FINAL DRAINAGE AREA MAP ADJUSTMENT AS NEEDED.
107. INSTALL THE CHECK: WETLAND MITIGATION BASIN AS NEEDED.
108. PERFORM A FINAL WETLAND MITIGATION BASIN ADJUSTMENT AS NEEDED.
109. INSTALL THE CHECK: CROSS SECTION AT RISER AND BARRIER AS NEEDED.
110. PERFORM A FINAL CROSS SECTION AT RISER AND BARRIER ADJUSTMENT AS NEEDED.
111. INSTALL THE CHECK: CROSS SECTION AT TRENCH PROFILE AS NEEDED.
112. PERFORM A FINAL CROSS SECTION AT TRENCH PROFILE ADJUSTMENT AS NEEDED.